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Data protection modernization is among the top five  
most critical IT priorities for 73% of organizations.1 

The primary objective of traditional data protection 
solutions has been data backup and recovery. However, 
today’s digital world is increasingly complex, meaning IT 
environments are more dynamic than ever — and their 
needs are anything but traditional. 

Organizations now expect data protection solutions to 
deal with exponential data growth and new workloads, 
recover quickly in the event of a cyberattack, and improve 
the efficacy of analytics and efficiency of development. 

To meet expectations, organizations must move beyond 
backup. They need to unify data recovery, retention 
and reuse across their hybrid multicloud environments, 
including for physical, virutalized and container-based 
workloads. And, they must support cybersecurity 
objectives. Having this solid foundation drives the  
key capabilities that propel today’s modern data 
protection agenda:

• Management simplicity

• Greater performance

• Lower storage costs

• Ability to secure backup repositories

• More efficient and effective business operations

In short, the right modern data protection solutions can 
transform data protection from an insurance policy to 
a business-centric solution that enables data-driven 
transformation.

This eBook examines the important business benefits 
that modern data protection solutions can provide. It 
also reviews the necessary capabilities that make those 
benefits obtainable, and highlights IBM clients who have 
found success by modernizing their data protection.

Going beyond backup and recovery
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As containerized applications move into production, 
companies are leveraging DevOps processes, container 
orchestration platforms and volume snapshots to  
provide developers with persistent container data 
protection services. Offering self-service container 
backup and recovery via APIs, such as Kubernetes 
kubectl, enables fast adoption by application developers.

Metadata management for unstructured data
Modern data protection solutions should provide 
consolidated visibility into stored data, even as  
the amount of data stored grows and becomes  
increasingly unstructured. 

Going forward, your organization will need an  
efficient metadata management tool that can rapidly 
ingest, consolidate and index metadata for billions  
of files and objects across your on-premises and  
cloud environments.

The right solution will automatically identify and  
classify sensitive information; immediately differentiate 
mission-critical business data; and give data scientists,  
IT teams and business users a fast and efficient way to 
search through petabytes of data.
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85% 
of organizations  
improved quality and 
speed with self-service 
access to secondary  
data for developers.1





If your current data protection stops at backup and 
recovery, then it’s time to consider a modern approach. 
You need data protection that helps you:

•  Manage increasing amounts of data

•  Maximize business uptime

•  Lower storage and operating costs 

•  Strengthen cyber resiliency

•   Simplify complexity across hybrid multicloud 
environments

•  Leverage backup data for new business value

•   Speed up application development and  
IT innovation

Make modern data protection a priority 
IBM has the solutions and expertise to provide your 
organization with holistic and modern data protection 
that delivers simplicity, scalability and the unified 
management needed to protect and recover data across 
multicloud environments — all while helping you leverage 
secondary data for improved analytics, reporting and 
competitive business advantage.

To learn more about how IBM Storage solutions 
can help you, schedule a consultation or 
contact your IBM Business Partner today.
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